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Yellow-Jackets
Staff One Vital to Keeping Order at ‘Nova Events
By MATTHEW CRAWFORD

No Fall Concert at ‘Nova

Restricted by finances, CAT forced to reevaluate past concert traditions
By KEVIN O’LEARY
Those who have been looking
forward to the fall concert this year
at Villanova will be disappointed
because the concert will not go on
due to lack of funds. In the past
three years, acts like Boys Like
Girls, The All American Rejects,
and Motion City Soundtrack have
played, but no new names will be
added to the list this year.
Why is there no fall concert
this year? The Campus Activities
Team just does not have enough
money this year to host two
concerts, and they think it is better
to have one big concert than to
split up their money and have two
smaller concerts. To make up for it
though, they are trying to make the
concert during Nova Fest a huge
success this year.
Assistant director of the Office
of Student Development, Nikki
Hornsberry said that, “Right now

we are focusing on surveying all of
the students at Villanova. We really
want to get the main impact of who
they’d like to have at Villanova for
their spring here.” They hope that
by surveying the whole student
body, they will be able to bring in a
band that everyone will want to see.
This is very important because
in the past, it has been tough to fill
in the pavilion for these concerts,
even though pretty big bands have
played here. Usually, 1,000 to 2,000
people attend the concerts, leaving
room still for over 3,000 people.
With that much empty space at
each show, it is hard to have even
one concert here, but CAT is
determined to make this year’s
spring concert a success.
On top of the fact that there is
usually a lack of enthusiasm for the
concerts here at Villanova, concerts
are extremely expensive to host.

Hornsberry said that the costs of
staging, sound, lights, and security
alone costs about $45,000. Also, big
acts like Taylor Swift or Lupe Fiasco
could cost upwards of $150,000.
This year CAT is looking
to spend around the ballpark of
$50,000 for bands for the spring
concert, but they are hoping to
get the best band they can for that
much money. Even with that price
though, CAT knows that they
probably will not make any money
or break even for that matter.
It is not CAT’s fault that the
concerts do not sell out though.
Usually it is the bands themselves
that stop the shows from filling.
Performing acts usually play here
within a short period of having
another concert in the Pennsylvania
area, so the bands request that
no outsiders be allowed to come

CAT, continued on p 4
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Two weeks ago, Villanova faced
Lehigh in its football home opener.
According to the official box score,
there was a paid attendance of
8,810 people. This does not include
the nearly one thousand students
that are un-ticketed. At the start of
the game, the student section was
completely full, but students kept
entering the stadium. This called
for unforeseen, sudden and strict
actions by the Villanova athletic
department that inconvenienced
many students.
Students
were
suddenly
denied entry to the student section.
If a student went to the bathroom
he or she was not allowed back to
his or her seat. Naturally, this anger
among many students tested the
event staff.
When one student was told to
turn around at the entrance to the
student section, the student asked,
“What’s the problem?” The event
staff, or “Yellowjacket” as they are
so fondly called, replied “You’re the
problem!” This led to some tense
moments.
Many similar situations likely

occurred, and many more would
have in the second half of the
football game if it were not for the
rain showers that emptied much of
the student section. Mick Keelan,
the Associate Athletic Director of
Villanova, acknowledged, “That
[the rejection of many students
from their original seats] was
the athletics department’s fault.”
Keelan stated that in the future,
new measures will be taken in the
future to ensure that students who
have seats originally, will no longer
be denied re-entry into the student
section if it fills up.
This instance of overcapacity
in the student crowd and anger at
the event staff begs the question:
who are these event staff and what
is their story? The company that
Villanova uses is Staff One, based in
Raleigh, North Carolina. Formerly
known as Event One, this company
provides ushers, ticket-takers and
parking staff.
Villanova does not use Staff
One for security purposes - those
duties are handled by Public

Staff One, continued on p 5
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THE CRUX OF THE ISSUE
Etiquette - in this issue, we talk about the behavior of athletes, specifically Serena Williams and Tiger Woods. We also discuss etiquette
when it comes to the treatment of flags. Staff One is also examined. They are the company that Villanova uses to staff its football and
basketball games. Do they use proper etiquette when dealing with students? No answers here - read the issue to find out.
ISSUE

3: October 28, 2009
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4: November 11, 2009
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NOTABLE NEWS FROM THE OUTSIDE
Woman Beaten for Karaoke Performance

Stamford, CT (AP) - After being heckled during her karaoke performance
at Bobby Valentine’s bar and grill, the 25-year-old female singer walked
off the stage only to be promptly punched in the mouth. Six women are
charged with third-degree assault, conspiracy to commit third-degree assault and breach of the peace.

Gambler Claims Casino Brainwashed Him

Detroit, MI (AP) - A Detroit man has filed a lawsuit against a local casino,
claiming the gaming business is at fault for “brainwashing” him and should
give back more than $670,000 he’s lost there since 2000, according to The
Detroit News. “It’s not gambling, it’s brainwashing. They take money from
you until it is gone,” he told the News.

Man Dies Teaching Gun Safety

Imperial, MO (AP) - Learning proper gun safety can be a matter of life and
death. That holds true for those who give the lessons, as well as for the students they teach. On Friday, an Imperial, Mo., man insisted on instructing
his girlfriend as to the safe way to handle firearms before the two were to
travel to a local shooting range, St. Louis television affiliate KDSK reported.
What followed was anything but a textbook gun safety class. According to
KDSK, witnesses said James Looney, 40, arrayed several firearms before his
pupil, then demonstrated various safety features by pointing two guns to
his own head and pulling the triggers. When Looney attempted a similar
demonstration with a third gun, it went off, fatally wounding him.

RETRACTIONS & CORRECTIONS
CONTACT US
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vutimes.wordpress.com

E-mail
vutimes@gmail.com

Advisor

Jeffrey Brown
jeffrey.brown@villanova.edu

SUBSCRIPTIONS & DONATIONS
The Villanova Times is a subscription and donation driven publication. We
are continually in need of assistance with publication costs. Printing papers
is very expensive. Subscriptions are $30 per year for 10 issues. If you would
like to begin receiving our paper in the mail, please send your address and
a check made out to Villanova University to the following address:
The Villanova Times
108 Dougherty Hall Attn: Jeffrey Brown
800 Lancaster Avenue
Villanova, PA 19085
Payable to: Villanova University

Your donation to The Villanova Times, a non-profit organization, is tax
deductible. If you would prefer to meet us in person before donating,
please contact Matt or Deena at vutimes@gmail.com.

FIRST WORDS: The Editor’s Letter
Dear Reader,

Patrick

Welcome to this semester’s
second issue of The Villanova
Times. After a long weekend
of editing, we’ve put together
another great issue for you.
You may be wondering why
this issue seems a bit thinner than usual. Well, in our
efforts to save money, we will
be printing just a few issues
here and there that are a bit
shorter than usual. But, not
to worry, we will be back in a
few short weeks with another
16-page issue.

The Awkward Situations Donkey

Hanging out in the Connelly Center jungle

As far as this issue is concerned, you may have noticed our front page story discussing the lack of a fall concert this year. For more on that topic, head over to our commentary page to see one student’s reaction to this decision. Before that though, one
page over, in features, Jennifer Bradley tells you all you need to know about the Swine
Flu vaccine. Definitely an important issue seeing as the virus is swiftly making its way
through campus.
In the campus section, Sarah Loveland discusses her grievances with the “new and
improved” face of dining services, and Pop Culture proves to be amusing, with three
basketball players featured. As per usual, we’ve provided you with this week’s music
reviews, courtesy of Kevin O’Leary, who also reviews what appeared to be an excellent
concert with The Sounds and Foxy Shazam.
But for those politics enthusiasts out there, fear not, for we haven’t forgotten about you.
This week’s politics section includes a look at the war in Afghanistan as well as Obama’s
recent speech to the United Nations.
We also return with an excellent sports section, with a great article questioning the behavior of professional athletes. And finally, be sure to check out The Last Word to read
two hilariously opposing views of New Jersey. I myself am a fan of the Garden State.
Of course, letters to the editor are always welcome. Send in your thoughts, ideas, comments, or suggestions to: vutimes@gmail.com
Also be sure to check out our blog at vutimes.wordpress.com. This issue, as well as
past issues, will be posted online.
Thanks for reading, and enjoy the issue!
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STATS & FACTS
The most devastating pandemic in recent history was
the Spanish flu pandemic of 1918. It killed more than
50 million people and it is estimated that it infected
more than 40% of the world’s population.
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“American grammar doesn’t have the sturdiness of British grammar. A British
advertising man with a proper education can make magazine copy for ribbed
condoms sound like the Magna God damn Carta, but [American grammar] has
its own scruffy charm”
STEPHEN KING
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Why the Brits Will Never Understand Our Need for Independence
By JULIANNE DUDLEY
While living and studying in
England last semester, I was often
struck by the subtle differences
between the two countries that G.K.
Chesterton once described as being
“separated by a common language.”
There is certainly a tendency
to get lulled into a false sense of
familiarity in an atmosphere that
is dominated by the same pop
culture references and the same
(basic) language. However, beyond
the smattering of distinctly British
terms and TV shows, there were
also some deeply entrenched
differences which, to me, were
somewhat surprising.
For instance, simply being in
a country that has several hundred
years more history than the US
was a mind-boggling realization. I
was studying at the world’s oldest
English-speaking
university,
founded somewhere around 600
years before the US even existed as
a country.
The British have survived
through years of civil war, world
war, war with European powers,
and war with former colonies;
they have gone from having the
most powerful empire in the
world to now, constantly being
overshadowed by its offspring, the
US of A.
Recently, my English friend
came to visit me here in the US. It
was her first time to this country,
and it was her first experience

By JENNIFER BRADLEY

of being completely submerged
“Why don’t people car share?” that any sort of administration, let
in American culture. It was she asked me. Again, I had to tell alone the government, should be
interesting, therefore, to see things her that it was all about the spirit of able to dictate what you can and
from the opposing perspective; in American self reliance. Of course cannot eat. A lot of Americans just
other words, to see what surprised it could also just be attributed think “It’s my body, let me ruin it if
her about America.
to ostentatious spending and I want to,” I told her. She was again
The first thing that she excessiveness, but somehow the entirely befuddled, since trans-fats
mentioned was her shock at the perspective of a foreigner made it had already been banned in the
lack of public transportation. Not all the more clear that Americans UK, sans the emotional outcry.
only is England’s “public transport” are in love with their independence.
As I was showing her around
typically reliable and affordable, but
Later that day, after eating a downtown Philadelphia, we came
it is also wellacross a group
maintained
of
people
and
can
gathering
She told me that she had eaten a Skittle when she around
take
you
a
pretty much
was in New York and was grossed out by its taste, m a k e s h i f t
anywhere.
in
only to discover that it contained No. 5 dye, which stage
When she
front of the
asked why
Constitution
has been outlawed in the UK for years.
this was not
C e n t e r.
the case in
Thinking that
America, the
maybe it was
best explanation that I could come particularly greasy cheesesteak, some sort of a concert, I suggested
up with was that Americans love to my friend pointed out that she was go check out what was going on.
be able to do what they want when amazed at the unhealthiness of so When we got closer, however,
they want and if they have the much of American food.
I realized that it was actually a
means to afford a car of their own,
She told me that she had eaten protest against governmental health
they would rather drive themselves a Skittle when she was in New York care reform. They were chanting
places than have to rely on someone and was grossed out by its taste, and cheering while holding signs
else’s schedule.
only to discover that it contained that read things like: “Hands off
This became even more No. 5 dye, which has been outlawed my health care!” and “No more
apparent when I drove her to in the UK for years. I knew nothing government interference!”
campus and parked in Main of the apparent adverse effects of
As I steered my friend now in
Lot. She was in utter awe of the this food dye, and I doubt most the opposite direction, I whispered
enormity of the parking lot and Americans do either. But even if to her jocularly, “Don’t open your
the amount of cars—and this is they did, I doubt many would care. mouth or they’ll know you come
coming from someone who goes to
I related to my friend the from a country with nationalized
a university almost three times the whole trans-fat saga and explained health care!”
size of Villanova.
how so many people were outraged
She was not very amused

however, and instead expressed
concern over the issue. She didn’t
understand what all the contention
was about since British citizens
simply take it for granted that the
government runs their health care
system. Once again, I found myself
using American individualism
as an explanation for why some
Americans would rather not let the
government have any say in what
kind of medical treatment they
receive.
All of this brought me to the
conclusion that there is one thing
the Brits will never fully understand
about America: its independence.
American individualism is so
utterly ingrained in our history
and our culture, and it is made
daily apparent through things such
as I experienced with my English
friend.
I just never really noticed it
before she began to point things
out. In many ways America, in the
eyes of an Englishman, is still a rash
and reckless youth who doesn’t
quite know what to do with all its
newly-discovered power. I think
this is why so many Europeans
have a love/hate relationship with
America; but in many ways I
think it is also what makes us so
endearing.

The Swine Flu Vaccine

Internet Photo

The
Food
and
Drug
Administration finally approved
the Swine Flu vaccine last week.
The first shipments are planned to
arrive the first week of October, and
each successive week after October
15, more vaccines will be released
to health clinics and universities
across the United States.
The government has ordered
195 million doses of the vaccine
and has established that all those
who want it will be able to receive it.
It is predicted that most people will
receive two doses of the vaccine.
They will first be inoculated against
regular winter flu and then receive
an H1N1 vaccination.
The government has recently
stated that the first vaccines are

likely to be in a nasal spray form.
The spray is called FluMist, and is
approved for people aged 2 to 49.
It is only approved in the United
States, while the shot is approved
in other countries worldwide. Flu
shots are made of killed influenza
virus, while FluMist is a live but
weakened strain. Vaccines in the
shot form will most likely become
available after the nasal spray
vaccine later in October.
Swine Flu is not classified
as any more dangerous than the
regular winter flu. In fact, Swine
Flu has caused fewer deaths than
the regular flu. The difference
between the two types lies in the
age groups they affect. Swine flu
tends to affect younger people

between the ages of 6 months
and 24 years, while the regular flu
primarily victimizes people over
65. Therefore, newborns, health
care workers, pregnant women, and
students are first in line to receive
the swine flu immunization.
The vaccine seems fairly safe.
Side effects are mild and include
soreness or redness at the injection
sight and a mild fever. This
vaccination represents a huge step
in controlling the large number
of swine flu victims across the
country, and toward stopping the
outbreak at Villanova University
that began at music camp this year.
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STATS & FACTS
When snakes are born with two heads, they fight
each other for food.
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Always forgive your enemies - nothing annoys them so much.
OSCAR WILDE

Give Me My Food Freedom Back
A Look at the New Face of Dining Services

By SARAH LOVELAND
After Pastoral Musicians
practice a few weeks ago, some
other members and I headed to the
Italian Kitchen, our place of choice
for dinner after rehearsal last year,
only to find a sign informing us
of its new hours – it now closes at
2:30pm.
The other day, I was buying a
grilled cheese sandwich for dinner
in Belle Aire Terrace, and I asked
to pay with a Meal Plan Equivalent
only to discover that I could not
use one during the new “blackout
hours” between 5:00 and 7:00pm.
What the hell, Dining Services?
I understand that you just gave
us the “new and improved” Pit in
Dougherty, but I want my options
back!
In case you are not aware of
the changes that have been made to
the dining hall in Dougherty, there
have been quite a few. Firstly, that
futile ramp down into the Pit has

been completely removed. Thank for which I am extremely grateful, I hours, I sometimes just want
God for that. Most of the time, it still don’t want to eat at the Pit every variety. I want a chicken cheese
prevented me from eating the kind day for dinner. The food is usually steak or some sushi, and I want
of food I wanted because I couldn’t pretty decent, that is, until about to be able to pay using an MPE. I
figure out how to get to it.
7:00 when the quality and quantity don’t want to waste my points when
Also, we now supposedly have of food hits a brick wall. New food I could be using them to buy coffee
the longest
or a smoothie.
salad bar on
I
certainly
the East coast.
don’t
want
I understand that you just gave us the “new and
Ho n e s t l y,
to use my
improved” pit in Dougherty, but I want my options W i l d c a r d
when I first
heard about
money, which
back!
this I was
can be used at
expecting it
the bookstore
to be a little
and
CVS,
more impressive. Apparently, all the is no longer served and arriving for Campus Corner, Domino’s, and
other salad bars are pretty skimpy. dinner after this time usually means various other restaurants that stay
Despite this slight disappointment, scraping the dregs out of the bottom open much later than any dining
this is a major improvement of the serving dish or eating a cold place on campus.
over last year. Along with these piece of pizza. I would love to be
The most ridiculous alternative
structural changes, the eating area able to get a wrap made to order at to an MPE I’ve heard so far is using
in the Pit is now much more open the IK after Pastorals, which ends a guest meal. A guest meal. To
and inviting and looks much more just as the food starts to stagnate in buy myself dinner. I’m depressed
like a place I would want to eat.
the Pit.
enough as it is, thinking about how
Regardless of these changes,
Even during prime eating the only guest meals I use are for

my family, which thinks eating at
the Pit counts as taking me out to
dinner. I’m holding out hope that
someone else will visit me this year
and stay long enough to need a
meal. How pathetic would it be if
I had to tell my, as of yet, mystery
visitor that I don’t have a guest meal
to feed him or her because I used
them all, not for my abundance of
visitors, but for myself.
Which of my dining privileges
is going to be rationed now? Is Belle
Aire going to be closed completely
during dinner time? Is Second
Storey going to stop allowing
MPE usage for chicken fingers and
sandwiches?
Let’s stop this nonsense before
it goes too far. Just give me my
options back.

Villanova Researching Turf Replacement Options
By HALEY POTTER
At next year’s Villanova
football games, students may notice
something a bit different at the
stadium. The athletics department
is working to replace the existing
turf on the field in the hopes of
improving the playing experience.
Several varsity teams play
on the turf, as well as numerous
intramural and club teams;
therefore one of the most important
criteria for the new turf is durability.
The turf that is currently on the
field was installed in February 2002,
and, as Mick Keelan of the athletics
department says, it “has served the

Athletic Department and Villanova
Community very well since.”
The project has not been
finalized because the athletics
department is “still working
on the finance portion of the
project and have yet to receive
Board of Trustee approval.”
If all goes as scheduled,
however, the replacement
would commence directly after
graduation in the spring. The
replacement project should be
completed within six to eight
weeks, which ensures that the field
will be available for use by the time

The turf that is currently on the
field has been very effective but is

“near the end of its useful lifecycle.”
Keelan states, “while we know
an artificial in-fill system is
ideal for the Stadium, it is
too early to determine which
contractors will be selected to
bid the job.”
Artificial rubber in-fill
systems, which are composed
of the small black crumbs of
rubber found on the field, are
necessary because they help the
blades of grass to stand upright
and look more natural, cushion
the ground so that it feels more
similar to the organic grass and

help make the turf more durable
and long-lasting.
The current field is “an
AstroPlay all-rubber in-fill system
with an e-layer underneath.” The
e-layer, which helps to control the
shock absorption rates, will be
recycled and used with the new
turf. In addition to the updated
stadium, the athletics department
is reportedly considering several
other projects designed to benefit
the varsity, club, and intramural
sports teams.

Lincoln as Commander-in-Chief

CAT, continued from
front
to the concert. If Villanova
were allowed to release the extra
tickets to the public, these shows
would be able to sell out, and it
would be much easier to put on a
successful concert.
Last year, we were able to cosponsor the fall concert with St.
Joseph’s University, and while that
helped ticket sales, the concerts still
did not make as much money as the
universities would have liked. It is
hard to put on a successful concert,
but CAT is trying their best to make
the students happy.

the fall sports season rolls around.

What’s the solution to this
problem? Hornsberry says that all it
takes is more student support.
“If they come out, that’s
fantastic. They took advantage of
what they put down in their survey,
but when they don’t show up, they
can’t expect a greater concert in the
future.”
So when Nova Fest comes
around this year, come to the
concert! CAT is bound to find a
good band, and you’ll be missing
out if you don’t go.

By ALISSA-MARIE JOHNSON
The Villanova Lore Kephart
‘86
Distinguished
Historians
Lecture Series will be holding
their inaugural lecture tonight,
Wednesday, September 30 at 7:00
pm in the Villanova Room of
Connelly Center. This first lecture,
“Lincoln
as
Commander-inChief,” will be explored by widely
acclaimed American historian
James McPherson, Ph. D.
McPherson is the George
Henry Davis 1986 Professor
Emeritus of United States History

at Princeton University and is
regarded for his most famous work,
Battle Cry of Freedom, which
received the Pulitzer Prize in 2008.
He also won the Lincoln Prize for
two winning titles, For Cause and
Comrades: Why Men Fought in the
Civil War (1998) and Tried by War:
Abraham Lincoln as Commander
in Chief (2009).
Additionally,
McPherson was the president of the
American Historical Association in
2003, and is currently a member of
the editorial board of Encyclopedia

Britannica.
Through
his
expertise,
McPherson hopes to help others
gain a better understanding of
the American Civil War. Those
who may be interested in the
event should register online at
http://www.villanova.edu/events/
lectures/kephartseries/index.htm.
Following the lecture will also be
a small reception and a chance to
speak with James McPherson.
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Culture
By Shauna Segadelli and Sarah
Loveland
(Correct answers in bold)

Sean Lukasiewicz-SR

Why do all the trees on campus
have name labels?
Is Villanova an arboretum?
Where’s the closest place to campus that you can buy condoms?

Isaiah Armwood-FR,
Maalik Wayns-FR, “Mike
Nardi”, Jason Colenda-SR

Mary Catherine
Diana Misdary-SR O’Reilly-Gindhart-SO Alexander Lopez-SO

They’re named Villanova’s an arbo- Nova was a na- We used to be an Villanova is an
It’s an arboretum after somebody
arboretum
retum (for tree/bird) tional arboretum
arboretum
Not all of it…

Yes

It used to be

No

The Bean

Gas station on the
corner!

Train station

“Hope’s” Cookies

What are condoms?

Caffe Craze

Tuesday

Thursday

Tuesdays

Tuesday

5,000

4,500

50,000

1,200

The Indian club

South Asian Multicultural Organized

Diana Misdary

Indian culture
group

On what day of the week does The
Who knows?
Monday
Villanova Times come out? (correct
answer – Wednesday)
There are no
About 250 b/c
How many fans does Villanova’s
ceiling fans – it’s that’s all that go
stadium hold? (correct answer –
outside.
What is SAMOSA?

James Klein-GRAD

Student Association
Made Of South Asians

They do a charity basketball thing
on campus in the

Technically, no

Staff One,
continued from cover

Safety and Radnor Police.
At football games, Villanova uses
approximately 65 Staff One workers
and about 10 Radnor Police
Officers, who are working overtime.
At basketball games, even though
the crowd is much larger, only 50
Staff One workers are used with
about 7 Radnor Police Officers.
“The Pavilion is much more
manageable,” said Keelan. “It has
fewer entrances and is a much more
controlled environment.” Villanova
has a great working relationship
with Radnor Police. “They work
so well with us, especially with

the
traffic
situation,” said
Keelan.
Villanova
has
been
contracting
Staff One for
more
than
six
years.
B eforehand,
M c G i n n
S ecurity
Services,
based
in
Philadelphia,
handled
the
duties.
A
major reason
why Villanova
switched,
according to
Keelan,
was
the youth and
the
energy
of many of the Staff One workers,
as opposed to an older staff that
McGinn had provided. Villanova
actually switched permanently to
Staff One after the Philadelphia
Charge women’s soccer team, which
existed from 2001 to 2003, used
Villanova Stadium and contracted
Staff One.
Staff One is a national
company that other universities,
such as Duke and UNC also use.
The staff workers arrive at the event
either by car, van or train. Villanova
contracts Staff One per event. Each

worker is paid per hour with a four
hour minimum. After that time
period, however, workers can be
cut from the staff in order to save
Villanova money.
For example, staffers were sent
home at the Lehigh game after it
began raining and not as many
staff workers were needed. “It is
very affordable. We can choose
how many staff to have on site,”
said Keelan. “Since Dave Tedjeske
came along as Director of Public
Safety, we have sat down with him
and gotten his input on where do
you think we can cut back on staff,
or where do we have to add staff.
Usually we cut back on staff. We
re-evaluate it on an almost game by
game basis, especially for football
games.”
To reevaluate and prepare for
events, there is always a meeting
the week before. At athletic events,
there are staff supervisors and a
command center, which includes
representatives from Villanova
Athletics, Staff One, Public Safety
and usually a member of the
Radnor Police Department.
Also at these events are
National Event Services, who, along
with VEMS, have an ambulance
and medical staff at the event to
deal with medical issues, such as
injuries to athletes. For example,
NES took care of the helicopter
transportation to a hospital
(MEDEVAC) of Villanova football

player Darrel Young when he badly
injured his neck in the first play of
a game last year. Staff One does not
provide medical services, which is
why Villanova also uses NES.
As for the questionable
treatment of students at the Lehigh
game, Keelan dismissed the
notion that this occurs frequently,
pointing out that the staff workers
have annual training for two to
four hours in crowd management.
Keelan also stated that Staff
One workers are trained not to
act “overly aggressive,” which is
especially important for student
crowds.
Keelan pointed out that
Villanova students are very well
behaved. “Our students are great
fans,” said Keelan. “We rarely have
a problem with that. They kind of
police themselves. We have only
had very minor issues, things that
you would expect to happen where
it is never too bad.”
Tailgating has also been
brought back for the 2009 football
season, and so far, has gone
extremely well. Mainly alumni and
their families, as well as students
over 21 take part. “Tailgating went
very well. We are so pleased with
how students conducted themselves.
The students were spectacular,” said
Keelan. “Everyone had a good time
and then went into the game. It just
adds to the atmosphere. We’re just
trying to make it a better event for

everyone.”
In the future, as Villanova
continues to adapt its event staffing
for various obstacles, such as an
unforeseen amount of students
attending a football game, problems
should not arise. By bringing back
the same staff workers and same
company for each and every event,
Villanova hopes staff and students
will come to respect and be familiar
with each other.
If the student section overflows
as it did at the Lehigh game,
students who get to the game once
it is already full will be directed to
the SG section or to the opposing
side. As pointed out by many
football fans, it would actually be
better to have a student section
on the opposing side, both for the
purpose of damaging the morale of
the other team and because of the
fact that TV cameras are usually
pointing at the visitor’s bleachers,
which are typically quite empty.
“That is one of the problems
that we have with general
admission seating. We now know
the problem [large student crowds]
can exist, it is a good problem to
have,” said Keelan. “We will move
some students to other sections, so
if you do go to the bathrooms or go
to the concessions, you can go back
to your original seat. We certainly
don’t want to penalize the students
that are at the game first.”
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Republican
Defensive
By ROBERT DUFFY
A beggar sits in an alley with
a gang of thieves. They have agreed
that they will not act without the
beggar’s consent. Yet the beggar
refuses to be robbed. It is only a
matter of time before the thieves
grow frustrated and over-run him.
If they do, they may get away with
it; or, having abandoned principle,
they may find themselves with
empty pockets and no recourse. And
the beggar yet holds out; would it be
wise for him to surrender?
American conservatism is
on the defensive. Conservatives
appear in the press lamenting the
state of politics and are constantly
fielding questions regarding their
disinterest in “moving forward,”
and their object in “preventing
change.”
Fox news was the only major
network not to broadcast Obama’s
speech to American students, and
was subsequently snubbed by the
White House when Obama granted
interviews on his healthcare
ideas to every network that had
broadcast it. There is a distinct lack
of cooperation between the two
parties, Republican and Democrat,
one that Obama, with his “bipartisan” dream policy, laments.
Liberals accuse the GOP
of stalling a government that,
in a time of warfare, economic
disaster, and climate change, must
act quickly. But congress is one
vote away from belonging to the
Democrats beyond the possibility
of a Republican filibuster, and it
operates under one of the most
liberal presidents in American
history (given his rhetoric and,
already, his aggressive behavior
concerning health care reform and
the economic bail-out).

It is no wonder, then, that
Republicans are concerned. Even if
their principles dominated popular
political philosophy, they would do
well to act deliberately. The media,
public opinion, and
President Obama—who in
February told a joint session of
congress that “now is the time to
act” and has used similar phrasing
enumerable times, most recently
at the UN conference on global
warming this week—all declare
that now is the time for action;
the pressure to act for action’s sake
is powerful. Yet conservatives,
outmuscled, reasonably ask “why
now?” On what is this sudden
urgency founded?
Conservatives are not afraid
to act. But a simple headcount
reveals that they are outnumbered:
the senate is 59% democratic.
Obstinacy is their best recourse.
In any event, the power to enact
change is not in the hands of the
conservatives.
They hardly have the power
to blockade new legislation. On
their heels, they must wait to be
asked their opinion. Obviously, the
dominant party would like to see
laws passed without opposition.
But folding would not make
conservatives wise; it would make
them weak. And weakness cannot
benefit a country. A Republican
hold-out is not simply in the best
interest of conservatism; it is in the
best interest of the country.

I love Americans. I especially
love to share my virtuous vision
for the future with the educated
and enlightened members of our
society that can agree with my
positive perspective. Some people
can never be expected to agree,
because they’re crazy liberals.
When I call out the crazy
liberals, I am speaking of a few
specific flavors of “liberally minded”
humans. I am not just chalking
up all of the opposition to one
unflattering umbrella term. I don’t
hate on the left-leaning moderates,
the easy-going Democrats, or even
the uneducated, average citizen
who, unfortunately, is sometimes
persuaded by the wrong crowd.
I have no hard feelings for the
libertarians either. It’s the crazy
liberals that you’ve got to watch out
for – they prey on the uninformed,
to sway them over to the dark side.
These come in several types,
but one of my personal favorite
brands to admire can be found
right here in Villanova, PA. They
are the kind that waltzes around
with long hippie skirts and long
hair, hugging trees, smoking bowls
shaped like dragons or anteaters,
and munching on earth-friendly
tofu or seaweed. They preach about

the mortal evil of global warming,
rave – literally rave – about how
much they love all of their organic
brothers, and they pretend to be
diverse. The funny thing is that the
first thing they’ll jump on board to
condemn is diversity of opinion,
concerning issues like climate
change, the rights of the unborn,
religious guidance in politics, and
the legality of marijuana.
Another peculiar brand of
the crazy liberal is the species that
doesn’t even pretend to consider
reality in the formation of their
opinions. This category includes
the 9/11 conspiracy theorists, those
stubbornly lingering supporters
of communism in America, and
the people who think that the best
economic solution right now would
be to slash the military budget
down to zero.
If you aren’t very familiar with
my chosen sector of the political
sphere, it may seem ironic to you
that I poke fun at some very specific
political followings.
However,
the important difference is that
I am not narrow-minded. I am
informed, and my views have the
best interests of our country in
mind. It is not that I am not open
to certain truths about the world

that are offered by non-like-minded
individuals, it is just that I have
come to understand some things
about America that absolutely
cannot be compromised. In my
experience, it is the conservatives
that tend to offer the right answers,
and the liberals that tend to offer
the misleading ones.
As Thomas Jefferson said,
“A government big enough to
give you everything you want is
a government big enough to take
away everything you have.” If you’re
looking for workable, principled
solutions, you’re not going to find
them in groups with conflicting
vested interests.
There is an
important difference between silly
liberals, default liberals, and crazy
ones. I won’t claim to know exactly
where all of the best solutions can
be found, but I am lucky enough
to have stumbled upon enough of
them that I am confident in the
wisdom that I have to share.
To the people who may
someday realize that they have been
wrong and maybe a little crazy in
the past, I will welcome you to my
side with open arms.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Response to “Police Presence
at a Peak” from the September 16
issue
Dear Editor,
Radnor Police needs to get their
priorities straight. On September
21, two male students were assaulted
near the R100 terminal. A few weeks
earlier, a man exposed himself to a
female student walking under the
R5 train tracks. Where was Radnor
Police when these two frightening
crimes took place? Patrick Ryan’s
article, “Police Presence at a Peak,”
provides the probable answer: they
were in well-lit parking lots on the
busiest parts of campus waiting
for unsuspecting students walking
by who may have had a beer or
two. Or perhaps they were in front
of Maloney’s threatening seniors
waiting for a cab to get inside the

bar, leave the premises, or face the
consequences. The result? Students
live in fear of Radnor Police AND of
being assaulted or flashed near the
R5 and R100. Quite frankly, Radnor
policemen need to stop trying to be
D.A.R.E. officers and start doing
their jobs as police officers The
safety of the Villanova Community
depends on it.
Kristen Marzocca
Environmental Science
Class of 2010
Villanova University

Got something
to say?
Send us an
email at
vutimes@
gmail.com,
and be sure to
check out our
blog at
vutimes.wordpress.com
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Proper Flag Etiquette
How to Treat the American Flag

By THOMAS DAVID

Photo courtesy of Thomas David

U.S. CODE: Title 4, Chapter
1—The Flag, states, “The flag
represents a living country and is
itself considered a living thing.”
The implications of this idea are
enormous. Even the mere fact that
a whole title of United States Code
is devoted to the treatment of the
American flag shows that this
piece of cloth is more than a mere
symbol.
In the past two weeks, I
witnessed two particular incidents
that contradicted the traditional

respect that is due the flag. First,
a bicycle was chained for a brief
time to the flag pole outside John
Barry Hall. This is a problem for
two reasons. First of all, the flag
pole is a sacred location designated
for the sole purpose of displaying
the colors of the United States of
America.
Secondly, at 8 AM and 5 PM
every weekday, a colors detail from
Villanova Naval ROTC approaches
this flag pole, hoisting the colors in
the morning, and retiring them in

the evening, a procedure which the
bicycle would have inhibited.
Then, on September 11 of
this year, the Villanova College
Republicans distributed miniature
flags in memory of the lives lost.
A few days later, I found what I
presumed to be one of these flags
on the side of the street, the wooden
rod to which it had been attached
splintered into hundreds of pieces,
the edges frayed, and the whole
cloth crumpled and disgraced. It
was a heart-wrenching sight for a
patriotic American.
These events make it clear that
we as Americans do not always
understand our country’s symbol
to be a living thing. We take it for
granted, failing understand that
there is a proper way to treat the
flag.
We are forgetful of the thirteen
colonies, which shed their blood
for our future, embodied in the
thirteen stripes, and the stars
which represent not only our states,
but a new constellation among the
nations. We are forgetful of the fact
that this flag honors the nation’s
fallen when draped over their
coffins.
While Title 4, Chapter 1
explains countless details regarding
the treatment of the flag, it is not

terribly difficult to follow some of
its key precepts. For example, when
a flag is not in use, it is to be folded
up in a particular manner into a
triangle shape, with only the blue
field and white stars showing on
the outside.
Additionally, a flag is to be
flown outside from only sunrise to
sunset, unless properly illuminated
at night. Moreover, the flag is
never to touch the ground, or any
object beneath it. Also, the flag is
to remain higher than all other
emblems, never to be dipped for
any reason. Furthermore, when a

flag is no longer suitable for use, it
shall “be destroyed in a dignified
way, preferably by burning” after
properly folded.
Please take the time to at least
glance through U.S. Code: Title
4, Chapter 1. Think twice before
dropping an old flag in the trash,
or tossing the colors on the ground.
Thousands have died with this flag
on their uniform. Bear in mind
that it is a living representation of a
living country.

Photo courtesy of Thomas David

Don’t Be Cheap,Villanova
By MATTHEW CRAWFORD
Sadly, there will be no fall
concert at Villanova this year. In
deciding to not have a fall concert,
Villanova has decided to take away
what has typically been a highlight
of the student experience here.
Sure, the decision was based on the
restrictive cost of getting major acts
to come to Villanova. However, it is
apparent that the larger factor was
poor student turnout for concerts
in the past two years.
Villanova and the Campus
Activities Team do not even end
up breaking even for concerts
that only cater to hundreds of
students, far below the majority of
the undergraduate student body.
Villanova does not even generate
any worthwhile publicity by
hosting the concerts because they
are blocked to the general public.
If you follow the strand of
logic that Villanova has followed in
deciding to cancel the fall concert,
why not cancel the Novafest
concert as well? After all, what act
is Villanova going to get for only
$50,000? Especially when it has

been stated that acts such as Taylor
Swift or Lupe Fiasco would cost
about $150,000.
Villanova’s administration has
decided to go the cheap route this
year, for sure. Sure, the economy
is in trouble and Villanova’s
endowment and its
investments dwindled
last year, but it seems
necessary that Villanova
pony up more than
$50,000 for the Novafest
concert. $50,000 will
only, at the most, get
Villanova last year’s act
of Gym Class Heroes
and Chester French, a
5:00 pm concert during
Novafest that very few
students attended.
It must be pointed
out that for the past two years,
the fall concerts were much more
successful than the Novafest acts. In
2007 – 2008, Villanova’s fall concert
featured Motion City Soundtrack,
Anberlin, Metro Station (before
they were popular for “Shake It”)

and Mae. That year’s Novafest
featured Sean Kingston (who was
booed) and Brand New, who were
enjoyed by only a distinct group
of hard rockers who tried their
hardest to get a mosh pit going
in the middle of a mostly empty

Pavilion.
Last year, Boys Like Girls
performed at the Fall Concert. The
extremely underrated group made
it an enjoyable time for everyone
who came to the Jake Nevin Field
House. Gym Class Heroes followed

by performing at Novafest.
Who would you rather see?
Gym Class Heroes at a 5:00 pm
concert in an empty Pavilion on
a beautiful day or Boys Like Girls
at night in the Jake Nevin Field
House?
The Jake Nevin
Field House should be
used from now on for
all concerts, unless a
very large turnout is
for certain. It is nearly
impossible to fill the
Pavilion floor for a
concert of only Villanova
students. A smaller
venue, such as the Jake
Nevin Field House,
should definitely be used
for this year’s Novafest,
especially if the cost for
the act is limited to $50,000.
As a recommendation to the
Villanova Administration and to
CAT, think about the last successful
Novafest that Villanova had. Goo
Goo Dolls. April 2007.
This concert packed the

Pavilion. There was crowd surfing
going on, and although it isn’t
allowed, it is a great sign that a
concert is good. Follow whatever
procedures and plans that were
in place for that Novafest concert.
Bring back The Goo Goo Dolls
if you have to. Bring back Third
Eye Blind, who performed here
in 2006. Or pony up $150,000 for
Taylor Swift. Increase ticket prices.
Villanova may still lose money by
bringing in such a big act, but the
goal should not be profit, or even
breaking even, it should be to have
a successful show. The amount
of students Villanova needs for a
successful concert will certainly be
achieved with acts of the caliber of
Taylor Swift, Goo Goo Dolls, Kelly
Clarkson, or Black Eyed Peas, for
example.
With the cancellation of the
fall concert, Novafest must excite
students and make up for the lack
of the fall concert. Villanova, you
cannot possibly be successful if you
take the cheap route for Novafest.
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STATS & FACTS
It is believed that Shakespeare was 46 around the
time that the King James Version of the Bible was
written. In Psalms 46, the 46th word from the first
word is shake and the 46th word from the last word
is spear.

Theatre Review:
Zoo Story Lends Itself to
Disappointment

“

By KEVIN O’LEARY

Monsters of Folk
Monsters of Folk

Internet Photo

lives alone in a boarding house on
the West Side of Manhattan, admits
that he doesn’t get to talk to a lot
of people and asks if he can talk to
Peter for a while. Jerry, therefore,
must speak with the desperation
of a man who has not been able to
tell anyone anything about his life
for a very long time. He knows he
only has a short time with Peter
and he must take advantage of it
while he can. Chris Serpentine’s
performance of Jerry did not have
the same sort of intensity that
I was looking for, however. His
blocking was often spastic and his
expressions playful despite the fact
that Jerry is meant to display a
“great weariness.”
Another aspect of the
production which I found very
distracting was the addition of a
passersby at certain points during
the conversation. Ranging from
a small boy with a baseball glove,
to an older woman on her way to
a birthday celebration, to a young
man swishing a sword, these people
were perhaps supposed to offer a
glimpse into the “outside” world,
beyond the current situation of
the two main characters. However,
rather than lending meaning to
Jerry’s words about his inability
to relate to others, the passersby
instead only took away from
what is supposed to be the most
important interaction of Jerry’s life:
his conversation with Peter.
The
set
was
certainly
promising, with a floor of dirt and
actual trees. However, the trees
would often get in the way as Jerry
walked back and forth, causing
him to have to duck or awkwardly
maneuver himself in order to get
by. Overall, I would not say that I
didn’t enjoy the performance—I
just was not overly impressed. I
would recommend it if you are
interested in bringing a little
“culture” to your life, and with a
running time of just over an hour
it is not too big of a commitment.
The play is directed by Joana Rotté
and stars Will Windsor Erwin and
Chris Serpentine as Peter and Jerry,
respectively. It runs until October 4
and tickets can be bought through
the Vasey box office.

VERBATIM

Beer, it’s the best damn drink in the world.
JACK NICHOLSON

Top 5 Albums On
1

By JULIANNE DUDLEY
In order for Edward Albee’s
“The Zoo Story” to really work,
the two main characters have to
interact so effectively that the
audience becomes secondary.
Since the action remains almost
entirely static throughout the
play, delivery of dialogue is the
element that will make or break a
performance of it. Unfortunately,
it is an area in which Villanova
Theatre’s performance seems to
be lacking. While the acting was
good, I was constantly aware that
I was watching a performance
and did not get that sense that I
always long for in a play—the sense
that I somehow belong to what is
happening onstage and no longer
exist apart from it.
Though the intimacy of the
Villanova Theatre certainly lends
itself to this type of experience,
the acting was often on the verge
of being overdone, and with an
audience of only about 100, such
exaggeration was absolutely not
necessary. I would much rather have
seen an emphasis on the subtleties
of the interaction between the two
characters—Peter and Jerry—than
a hyperbolic depiction of their
respective character qualities.
For example, the character
of Peter, a forty-something, pipesmoking, married resident of the
Upper-East Side of Manhattan
was so obnoxiously effeminate and
whiny that Jerry’s claim in the end
that Peter is, after all, an “animal”
and not a “vegetable” was hard to
believe. Jerry, meanwhile, looked
like the bassist for an emo rock
band. In the end, I think the attempt
to make Peter and Jerry as different
as possible actually devalued the
content of what was being said and
made it hard for me to take them
too seriously.
“The Zoo Story” is supposed
to be about the difficulty of
communication and the nuances of
how people relate to one another.
It begins with two men randomly
starting a conversation one
afternoon in Central Park and it
escalates to a point where their lives
become forever connected. The
conversation begins because Jerry,
a thirty-something single man who
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Monsters of Folk is a super
group of sorts made up of Conor
Oberst and Mike Mogis from
Bright Eyes, Jim James from My
Morning Jacket, and M. Ward.
Monsters of Folk formed in 2004
while all members of the band were
on tour together, but it was not until this year that they finished their
first album. In their own prospective bands, they are the kings of
folk, but this new band does not really do it for me. The album is just
okay. There are some pretty good
songs like “Say Please” and “Losin
Yo Head,” but most of the album is
kind of boring. If you are a fan of
any of the members in their other
bands, you may enjoy Monsters of
Folk. Otherwise, they do not really
bring anything new or exciting to
the table.
Rocks Like: Conor Oberst, M.
Ward, She and Him
Key Track: Say Please

2

Muse
The Resistance

Muse has always been a huge
success in England, but they are
working hard to gain the same level
of success here in America. With
two songs in the Twilight movies
and a recent stint at the VMAs,
they are hoping to reach a broader
audience, and I see them achieving
even greater heights as they move
along. Their latest record, The Resistance, is an arena rock ready album that has a sort of epic quality
in it. Some of the songs run pretty
long, but you never find yourself
bored during this record. It is an
adrenaline rush of rock that you
cannot help but like. The Resis-

tance sounds similar to Muse’s old
albums, especially Black Holes and
Revelations, but they added a new
little twist in this album by adding
a symphony on some songs. This is
always a risky move, but for Muse
it worked, and the last three songs,
all symphony powered, lead to a
nice fitting ending. They should
not need the Twilight series to gain
fame. Their music speaks for itself.
Rocks Like: Franz Ferdinand,
The Arctic Monkeys, Placebo
Key Track: MK Ultra

3

The Raveonettes
In & Out of
Control

The Raveonettes are not your
average band. They have a psychedelic 60s kind of style that is not
heard in today’s music. It is clear
that they are aiming for an older
style, just by taking apart their
name. The Raveonettes is a term
that is a fusion of the song “Rave
On!” by Buddy Holly and 60s band,
The Ronettes. It is kind of creepy
how they sing so happily about
rape and suicide on some of the
songs on the album, but it is pretty
catchy at the same time. The lyrics
feel so angry in “Boys Who Rape
(Should All Be Destroyed),” but the
melody is very cheery. It takes time
to wrap your head around this album. The Raveonettes are definitely
not for everyone, but if you are a
fan of sixties music like The Velvet
Underground, you will definitely
like In and Out of Control.
Rocks Like: The Velvet
Underground,The Jesus and Mary
Chain,The Kills
Key Track: Breaking into Cars

4

Girls
True Panther Sounds

True Panther Sounds starts and
ends pretty well, but is full of some
not so great songs in the middle.
With the first two tracks, “Lust
for Life” and “Laura,” they go into
an older style of rock with a little
southern influence that makes out
for a solid song. The next bunch of
songs are very strange, with some
songs that seem to have more unnecessary noise than musicality.
“Big Bad Mean Motherfucker” is
clearly an homage to The Beach
Boys, but The Beach Boys would be
appalled if they were compared to
this band. The second to last song,
“Curls,” is an extremely boring instrumental track that has nothing at
all that keeps the listener interested.
Luckily, the last song on the album
is solid, but they cannot make up
for the bad songs that fill the album. They were somehow named
Spin’s best new band of 2009, but
they are certainly not one of the
best bands out there right now. If
you want to check them out, buy
“Darling,” “Laura,” “Lust for Life,”
and maybe “Morning Light.” Don’t
bother buying the whole album.
Trust me, you won’t be impressed.
Rocks Like: Ganglians, Vivian
Girls, Kurt Vile
Key Track: Darling

5

Owen
New Leaves

Owen is the solo project of Mike
Kinsella of the nineties band,
American Football, which broke up
in the year 2000. Kinsella has a nice
mellow acoustic sound that is very
different from his old band. His
songs just have a fun feel. Solo projects do not just have to be a singer
with a guitar. Kinsella neatly layers his guitars and adds keyboards
and even some strings at times to
his soothing songs. This album is
definitely one that you would want
to return to if you were in need of
a calm and peaceful place. Owen
is coming to the First Unitarian
Church in Philadelphia on October
8. If you’re a fan of acoustic music,
you should give him a shot.
Rocks Like: American Football,
Joshua Radin, The One Up Downstairs
Key Track: Good Friends, Bad
Habits

These albums are WXVU’s Top 5. You can hear all these and more on 89.1 FM
WXVU or online 24/7 at wxvu.com.
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A Live Show With a Mission

Review of The Sounds concert with Foxy Shazam
By KEVIN O’LEARY
but both bands
shocked me
with
their
incredible live
performances.
F o x y
S h a z a m
opened
the
show promptly
at nine and
instantly
started
to
thrash about
like I had
never
seen
anyone move
before. Within
seconds, lead
singer
Eric
Nally
had
jumped into
the
crowd
and everyone
s t a r t e d
moving.
W h i l e
Photo courtesy of Kevin O’Leary on
stage,
Fresh from their tour with
Nally seemed
No Doubt, The Sounds and Foxy unnaturally flexible as he flailed
Shazam played at the Theatre around. At one point, he jumped
of Living Arts in Philadelphia on the unsuspecting guitarist’s
on Saturday, September 19. My shoulders while still continuing
expectations going into the show to sing. Later, he swallowed a
were that it would be pretty good, lit cigarette whole. Meanwhile,

By MARK BALLWEG
You’ve Leveled Up!
Welcome back one and all.
I trust the weeks have been kind
to you? Hopefully you’ve all
made good choices and good life
decisions (I for one just met my
editor with a somewhat awkward
“You mean that’s you?” moment).
September is at a close, which
means we’re gearing up towards the
holiday season. That means we get
closer and closer to the release of
the more-anticipated games. Strap
yourselves in: We’ve got a LOT to
cover about Nintendo’s Wii, Sony’s
PlayStation 3, and Microsoft’s Xbox
360. Let’s get started.
Hero Of The Ages
If an idea works, change it

slightly and market it! At least,
that’s what the idea seems to be
behind Activision’s “DJ Hero”
game. Coming out for the Xbox
360, Wii, PS2 and PS3, the game
give you a turntable controller and
plenty of remixes of songs, like
Gorillaz’s “Feel Good Inc.” and
Marvin Gaye’s “I Heard It Through
The Grapevine.” Playing is similar
to “Guitar Hero” games, in that you
press buttons on the turntable as
they appear on the screen, as well
as “scratching” the songs. As is
expected at this point, you can play
alone or with a friend. There’s even
a mode where (on selected songs)
you can play alongside another
player who has a “Guitar Hero”
guitar controller. All in all, early
reviews have been positive, and
it’s certainly an interesting twist to
add to your guitar, microphone,

keyboard player, Schuyler White
spent more time on top of his
keyboard than on the ground, and
the whole band gave off this lively
vibe that was extraordinary. Foxy
Shazam may look silly with their
interesting style, but they mean
business.
Headliners
The
Sounds
also did not disappoint, playing
through nearly thirty songs. Local
celebrities, Bam and Missy Margera
introduced The Sounds, and they
broke into the song Dorchester
Hotel, from their new album
Crossing the Rubicorn.
Lead singer, Maja Avarrson
has a certain swagger about her
while she sings. She is sexy, she has
an incredible voice, and she knows
it. When she is on stage, she is in
complete control and keeps the
whole crowd in awe.
The Sounds were formed in
1999 in Helsingborg, Sweden, and
are proud of their heritage. Their
first album’s title track, “Living in
America,” proudly states, “We’re
not living in America, but we’re not
sorry.”
Nonetheless, they have grown
s substantial fan base since their
early beginnings, doing American
tours with Foo Fighters, The

Strokes, Panic! at the Disco, and
most recently, No Doubt. Dave
Grohl even wore one of their shirts
in the Foo Fighter’s “Times Like
These” video.
Another
big
jump
in
popularity came
to them when
Ivarrson
was
featured on Cobra
Starship’s song,
Snakes on a Plane
(Bring It) for the
Samuel L. Jackson
movie of the same
name. Recently,
they
have
performed on the
Late Show with
David Letterman
and the Carson
Daly Show, and
they can only go
up from here.
The Sounds
go back to the ‘80s
synth-pop style
while adding their
own unique and
modern
flavor
that is definitely
worth checking
out.

These two bands were two of
the best live bands I have ever seen
live, and I strongly suggest you see
them if you ever get the chance.

and drumming abilities. Just don’t
be expected to host a club anytime
soon. Look for the game in stores
on October 27.

California, just published results
of possibly the first census of
video game characters. After
looking at the top 150 games
across nine platforms, a detailed
demographic study was preformed
of each character that appeared on
screen during the first 30 minutes.
The results showed that white
characters were over represented
by 7% and Asians by 25%, while
African-Americans were underrepresented by 13% and Hispanic/
Latinos by 78%. I don’t feel that
any of this information is overly
surprising, but now that the results
are released to the world, are we
going to expect some changes in
the future of gaming leads? Only
time will tell.

purchased “Fallout 3”, check
out “Fallout 3: Game of the Year
Edition,” which features all five
downloadable content packages as
well as the original game for only
$60. Now that’s a bargain!
Of course, “DJ Hero” comes
out on the 27th. Also, the Wii just
got a price cut bringing it from $250
to $200. This is the first price cut
for the Wii since its 2006 launch.
Now that’s impressive. Finally, The
Tokyo Game Show just finished up,
so feel free to surf the net for some
new trailers and information on
upcoming releases.

Bad Thoughts!
What can I say about
“Scribblenauts?” This is a game for
the Nintendo DS that allows you
to write in any object and interact
with it. With a library of over
22,000 words, I must say it really
adds an interesting feature to an
otherwise simple puzzle-solver. For
example, one of the earliest levels
involves getting a cat down from a
house. You could summon a ladder
to climb up and get it. Maybe you
want to summon cat food and
have it jump down to you. Or you
could always set fire to the house
and watch it jump down into your
loving arms. The ideas are truly
limitless. Overall, the game is fun
and unique, though the controls
are a bit frustrating at times since
the stylus controls movement. I
give it a four out of five. Definitely
worth your time investigating.
Character Census
In an interesting bit of news,
Dmitri Williams, a researcher
from the University of Southern

New Games Coming Out
There’s a bunch of great stuff
coming out in the next few weeks.
“Wii Fit Plus” comes out on the
4th. I’d have more to say on that
but I personally don’t understand
the whole “Wii Fit” ideology
(You’re paying to be tricked into
exercising!). “Brutal Legend,” the
rocking-RPG voiced by Jack Black
comes to the PS3 and Xbox 360 on
October 13. Also on the 13th and
for the same systems, if you haven’t

Photo courtesy of Kevin O’Leary

Comments?
Questions?
Answers? Feel free to email me at
mark.ballweg@villanova.edu
Until next time…
Game Over.
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STATS & FACTS
The numbers “172” can be found on the back of the U.S.
$5 dollar bill in the bushes at the base of the Lincoln
Memorial.
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I steal from every movie ever made.
QUENTIN TARANTINO
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Rhetoric and Illumination
An Analysis of Obama’s Speech to the UN General Assembly
By THOMAS DAVID
In his recent address before
the United Nations General Assembly, President Barack Obama
broke few precedents and proposed
very little new policy. The notions
his words embodied for the most
part followed President Obama’s
usual pattern of rhetoric: apologies
for America’s past and a Wilsonian
“idealism that was anything but naïve.” However, his remarks clearly
illuminated many of his beliefs.
President Obama opened his
address lamenting how we nations
of the world have let ourselves become “increasingly defined by our
differences and outpaced by our
problems.” Then he made allusions
to the Bush presidency before him.
Yet a man who spends so much
time attempting to reverse “reflexive anti-Americanism” due to—allegedly—the eight years preceding
his oath of office, would do well to
consider that it is not a phenomenon of the 21st century only.
William Dobson, former
managing editor of Foreign Policy,
once observed that “Anti-Americanism… has a far longer lineage
than the Bush administration. Its
roots are in the world’s collective
fear that U.S. preeminence” could
come to dominate others. To make
evident the anti-Americanism of
the past, one need look no further
than the Cold War, where the U.S.
struggled to preserve favor among

nations worldwide. Moreover, the can President hold? His “deeply United States should resign from
demise of the Cold War was not the held belief that… the interests of the office of hegemon, this is a deend, for America was subject to re- nations and peoples are shared.”
fensible opinion. However, let us
peated acts of terrorism throughout
This section of the speech not deceive ourselves into thinkthe ‘90s.
failed to support the idea that ideal- ing that, just because the U.S. reCertainly the War on Terror ism is, as the President said, “any- linquished power, all other nations
has exacerbated international opin- thing but naïve.” In fact, President will suddenly cease to be aggressive.
ion of the U.S., but it is not the only Obama disclosed many of the sig- We can expect that a new hegemon
piece of the
would emerge
puzzle. The
to
take
international
A
m
e
r
i
c
a’s
Certainly the War on Terror has exacerbated international
community
place. Ameriopinion of the U.S., but it is not the only piece of the puzzle. can submismay still feel
threatened
siveness will
by U.S. prenot achieve
eminence because America is still nificant flaws in idealism. He boldly the effect that the President hopes
among the world’s strongest states. asserted that “no world order that will arise from shared interests.
Hence the President assuring the elevates one nation or group of peoThe President’s concluding reGeneral Assembly that “no one na- ple over another will succeed.” This marks made him seem exceedingly
tion can or should try to dominate statement contradicts thousands more idealist. Numerous Amerianother nation.”
of years of international relations, cans could easily share in the PresiIn that case, if the President which have always been character- dent’s conviction that “democracy
seeks to ease hostile sentiments ized by nations vying for ascendan- and human rights are essential to
toward the U.S., it may be through cy, one nation trying to dominate achieving each of the goals” as he
diminishing American power and another.
outlined at the U.N. Though eager
influence. He acknowledged that
A prominent theory of inter- to distinguish himself from George
his responsibility as President is to national relations that illustrates W. Bush, President Obama and his
defend American interests. He fur- this is Hegemonic Stability Theory. predecessor surprisingly find much
thermore promised that he would This theory claims that the states in common with regard to democ“never apologize for defending of the world tend to be led by one racy. Both men believe, as Presithose interests,” yet continued with single dominant state, a hegemon, dent Obama said, in “the ability of
the most disappointing conjunc- whose influence determines the na- citizens to have a say in how you are
tion in the entire English language: ture of world affairs. The succession governed and to have confidence in
“but.” This word, though miniscule, of world empires makes the truth of the administration of justice.” The
implies an exception to his duty to this theory apparent: the Romans, difference lies in how they view the
uphold American interests. What the British, and now the American proliferation of democracy.
possible exception to unapologetic empire.
Former President Bush saw
pro-Americanism could an AmeriIf the President believes the America as a catalyst for democrat-

ic revolution across the world. This
was an impractical approach that
in many ways disregarded differences between countries. President
Obama, on the other hand, regards
democracy in an idealist light, but
this is equally incorrect. While
governmental accountability to the
people, racial equality, and freedom
of speech are commendable, these
are qualities unusually found in
profusion in any one nation.
Speaking against tyranny, the
President declared that the world
“will not long tolerate those who are
on the wrong side of history.” Yet
they have tolerated tyranny, for millennia. It is essential to understand
that the liberties that Americans
enjoy are abnormal and rare. In the
context of human civilization, republics last for fleeting moments,
our own for just over two centuries. That is why Benjamin Franklin
warned that America is a republic
only so long as we can keep it.
It is prudent to remember how
exceptional the American experiment in democracy is. This notion
can help Americans to realize just
how precious their liberties are.
If we could see through the idealist illusion of human progress, we
would understand that a republic, a
free government that is accountable
to its people, requires tremendous
effort to keep.

New Focus in Afghanistan
Learning from Our Mistakes in Iraq

By TAYLOR SMITH
It’s hard to remember a time
when the American forces were not
present in the Middle East. Whether
the conflict is Iraq or Afghanistan
or even only a potential threat such
as Iran, the region has been on the
American radar for years in hopes
of securing a “better” way of life for
the citizens free of authoritarian
governments and terrorism.
But, regardless of motivation,
one must consider the path to
success and whether or not the
United States military will find one.
As the new administration shifted
its focus from Iraq to Afghanistan,
it was necessary for those most
heavily involved to fully assess
the situation in order to develop a
strategy which will bring success in
a conflict where success isn’t easily
defined.
Luckily, perhaps for the
American people, the Washington
Post obtained a document by
Stanley A. McChrystal, a General in
the US Army and the Commander

of forces in Afghanistan. This
document was subsequently leaked
by the newspaper on September 22.
Perhaps the most interesting
assertion made in the report is the
idea that if there is a “failure to gain
the initiative and reverse insurgent
momentum” in the next year, it
may no longer be possible to defeat
the insurgency in the country.
This honest statement provides
a striking contrast to what has
become, regardless of intentions, a
seemingly endless war in Iraq. The
imminence of the point of no return
in Afghanistan is quite unsettling.
How can the military avoid
reaching the point of no return?
The report answers this question
quite simply. Don’t do what we did
in Iraq. That is, don’t depend on the
current military presence and don’t
expect a troop surge to solve all of
the problems the military presence
has created.
After its implementation in
Iraq and the decrease in violence

following, the idea of a surge now
appears to be one of the keys to
success in the War on Terror.
However, General McChrystal
admits that in Afghanistan,
although more troops would be
helpful, it would not have the same
clear positive effect it had in Iraq.
The report stresses a more
psychological
and
cultural
effort in order to find success in
Afghanistan. We must resist the
urge to strictly fight, because then
we lose the ability to protect those
for whom we are fighting. In the
end, a strictly military mission will
end with America fighting both the
people it wants to defeat and those
it wants to defend.
There are two principle areas
which General McChrystal believes
we need to focus on in order to find
success, and we must focus on these
areas before any other tactics can
be implemented. He states that the
military must “change operational
culture to connect with the people”

and “improve unity of effort and
command.”
Although both of these pillars
can be discussed in great detail,
there is one important value which
underlies each of them: we must
gain the respect of the population.
This is a crucial factor which is
often all but ignored, not only in
American military ventures but
also those ventures from around
the world throughout time.
Often, a military siege is based
upon the military goals and not
cultural or governmental ones. In a
traditional war, this is often the best
approach. However, the battle in
Afghanistan is far from a traditional
war and instead is a battle against
terrorists and insurgents in the
land.
The war looks to change
the environment of the country.
For the radical changes America
intends to impose to take hold, the
support of the people is needed;
otherwise, they will become just

another enemy for the military to
battle.
Right now, the outlook is
questionable.
With the strict
timetable both the General and
common sense place on the mission,
it is important that we quickly gain
the respect of the Afghan people.
It is true that our military does not
have expansive experience in this
field, therefore this will be an uphill
battle.
Afghanistan will not be cleared
of its difficulties based on military
strikes alone. If America has begun
the conflict, the military must
now do everything in its power to
finish what it began quickly and
effectively. However, by learning
from the mistakes of the War in
Iraq, the military can hopefully
focus more on creating a better
world for the people of Afghanistan
instead of only destroying the world
they already have.
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We were called out this week and the coaches got on us about our assignments and being focused. Today we tried to come out and make a
statement. We got the whole team going and kept ourselves in a rhythm
to keep the offense going.

“

VILLANOVA RUNNING BACK AARON BALL AFTER
TALLYING 109 YARDS RUSHING ON SATURDAY

410

The net yards rushing Villanova put
together against Northeastern on Saturday, the first time they have had more
than 400 yards rushing since 1993.
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Keeping It Classy

Questioning the behavior of modern athletes

By CHRIS FUJIMOTO

Sports can teach us a lot
about life. They can also teach us
about human nature and reveal
the imperfections of the human
character. Spectators who watched
The U.S. Open several weeks ago
saw great tennis matches, but fans
also saw one of tennis’ biggest stars
appear to overstep the boundaries
of sportsmanship and class on the
biggest of stages. Although these
instances have been played off

as isolated incidences of players
letting their emotions get the best of
them, and having the competitive
fire take over. But in reality the
problem seems to be that the
American populace has mistaken
the growing issue of egoism and
adverse behavior as an issue of an
overabundance of competitiveness
for athletes. This problem seems

Hope
With Novafest to have trickled
down to even the lowest level of
sports.
The U.S. Open was a scene of
two notable outbursts. When Serena
Williams was called for a foot fault
in her semi-final match against
Kim Clijsters and preceded to tell
the line judge that she would “shove
this ball down her (expletive)ing throat.” She then had a verbal
confrontation with
tournament officials
and was penalized a
point which ended
the match. Serena
never really issued a
formal apology and
was fined around
$11,000,
chump
change for Serena
Williams. Williams’
apology started out
with the explanation
we know all too well:
“(Saturday)
night
everyone could truly
see the passion I have
for my job.” She then
continued to defend
Internet Photo herself
by saying
“Now that I have had
time to gain my composure, I can
see that while I don’t agree with the
unfair line call, in the heat of battle I
let my passion and emotion get the
better of me and as a result handled
the situation poorly.” Usually, when
you get in to an argument with
someone and threaten to suffocate
him or her, no matter the situation,
you should give a better apology

Wildcat Stars

then “I was too passionate.” She
found a way to skew the situation
to make it seem like she’s the victim
and she is just an athlete who loves
her chosen profession a lot. For a
second imagine what this act and
corresponding reaction appears
to a young girl watching her hero
Serena act the way that she did.
What does the young girl take
away from this? That if you yell
and scream threaten others then
you are really passionate? That’s
not the right lesson we should be
teaching our children. We should
teach our children how to keep our
emotions in check and that losing
your emotions doesn’t mean that
you’re more passionate and that
often times it makes you look like a
classless person.
The problem extends beyond
tennis. While Tiger Woods is the
number one ranked player in
golf and has multiple tournament
victories this season, he is prone to
outbreaks of anger and frustration
on the course. During the Barclays
Championship Tiger Woods was
seen throwing his club into a field
nearly 30 feet. Tiger has been known
to have frustration tantrums from
time to time when he isn’t playing
that well. He’ll slam his clubs on the
ground, and toss his clubs in the air
after a bad shot. Before, we tolerated
his tantrums because it seemed to
make him seem more relatable to
the average golf fan, which has had
his share of golf tantrums, and again
the excuse of “too much passion”
rears its ugly head to the forefront
of this conversation. Even the NBA’s
By Jordan Shipley

Alex Leeser - Villanova Tennis

Full Name: William D. Cat
Year: Senior
Major: Finance
Minor: Real
Estate

Plans after graduation: Work in

New York in a banking, financial
services, or corporate finance
position.
Position: First Singles and Third
Doubles.Number
of Years
Playing Tennis: I have been
playing since I was 10 years old.

Favorite Thing About Tennis:
Winning

Least Favorite Thing: Losing
Outlook for season: : It should
be a very promising season. So far
in the fall the team has had some
very positive results, most notably
beating Delaware, a team we have
lost to the last 3 years.

Team dynamic:

There is a
good balance of seniors, juniors,
sophomores, and freshman on
the team. While there are a lot of
diverse personalities on the team
everyone gels really well which
makes for a very enjoyable team
dynamic.
Favorite tennis player: Anna
Kournikova
Athletic role model: Ricky
Bobby… “If you’re not first, you’re
last!”

Advice you’d give to a
struggling athlete: Don’t forget

to have fun. If you are having fun
the results will come.
One fun fact about you: NI got
to hit with Roger Federer for ten
minutes at a sponsorship event in
Florida.

biggest star,
Lebron
James,
isn’t
immune
to
having his “emotion
and passion” take over. When the
Orlando Magic eliminated the
Cleveland Cavaliers from the NBA
playoffs, Lebron James immediately
walked off the court and didn’t shake
the hands of the Magic players, and
didn’t attend the postgame press
conference. With Lebron it seems
to be a different story. To “The
King”, everything seems to have to
circle around Lebron. We all live
in Lebron’s world, the Cavaliers
pick up players to make Lebron
happy, and its okay for Lebron to
skip the press conference after the
game and not shake his opponents
hands after the games because
he’s Lebron James. What appears
to be the common theme here is
that athletes defend themselves
by saying that they are passionate.
Lebron said that he was in the heat
of the moment, and of course he
isn’t going to shake the hand of the
guy who just beat him. While the
media blew it all out of proportion,
they were right in criticizing James
for his faults and by not letting
Lebron get away with an instance of
poor behavior. Sports from a young
age teaches sportsmanship, you
may have lost the game but man
up and congratulate your opponent
on a great game. With Lebron,
one of the biggest stars in all of
sports, blowing off the postgame handshake and the
obligatory post-game press
conference he’s basically
saying to kids that “as long
as you’re really, really good,
you can do whatever you
want and no one will care.”
Is that really the message
we want to send to our
children? We get it Lebron,
you’re upset, but you don’t
have to be a big baby about
it.
Even recreation levels
of sports aren’t prone to bad
behavior. Intramural Sports
are full of the proverbial
hothead who seems to
have the shortest fuse out
on the field. We’ve all seen it,
the guy who wears baseball
pants to a recreational
softball game, puts on
eye black for a intramural
football game, screams
when the ball isn’t spotted

correctly to
the exact

millimeter, and is 100% certain that
his player didn’t step out of bounds
when a referee standing right next
to him was closer. We get it, you
were a star varsity in High School
and want to continue playing,
but that doesn’t excuse looking
like a complete idiot by yelling
and screaming at opponents and
referees during an intramural game.
If anything, the players that scream
look like the least classy athletes of
this entire bunch. At least Tiger,
Serena, and Lebron can say that
they are playing for their lifestyle;
but the objective of intramural
sports is for everyone to enjoy the
game. When you’re out there, enjoy
the game; don’t ruin it for the rest
of us.
So when it seems like the
biggest stars of our generation are
really egotistical jerks, how are we
supposed to teach our kids what it
means to play sports the right way?
The answer is simple. We have been
teaching our kids how to play sports
the right way through the principles
that we’ve instilled in them through
youth sports. Sportsmanship, fair
play, and a team-first mentality
are all attributes that are the
foundations of youth sports but are
lost at the highest level of sports.
Parents need to reaffirm these
foundations, and then the lessons
taught by these professional athletes
won’t be the life lasting lessons that
children take away from sports.

Check out our
blog at
vutimes.wordpress.com
for a football
update and
photos from
the
Northeastern
game

The Great Debate

Is New Jersey The Most Undesirable State in the Union?

No (It’s Actually the Best State)

(Jersey is The Worst)

By Min Woo Kim

By Jennifer Bradley

Have you ever considered visiting New Jersey? I know, I know, how could you
live without ever having been on the New Jersey Turnpike, the most pleasant roadway in
the United States. But as much as we love paying extra so someone can fill up our own
gas (by law there’s no self service in New Jersey), I give you fair warning, New Jersey is
without a doubt the worst place to live in the U.S. Here are ten reasons that will make you
understand why:

10.

New Jersey has
the highest property
taxes in the nation, leaving its population to begin its annual tradition
of getting their trailers
ready for the winter.

Who hasn’t considered visiting Jersey? While the nickname “The Garden State”
has recently been questioned, Jersey has several redeeming qualities. New Jersey is
without a doubt the best place to live in the U.S. Here are ten reasons that will make you
understand why:

10.

Jersey Girls don’t pump
their own gas. Enough said.

9. The unique scent you smell while
driving through Jersey is probably of home
grown crops such as fresh tomatoes, or the
makings of the best pizza in the U.S. New
Jersey is home to over 9,800 farms, covering
790,000 acres of farmland.

9.

There’s just a unique scent in New
Jersey. You know like when you’re driving
down the street, minding your own business and you just get a whiff of something
so terrible that it makes you want to go
into a coma, and you see that you’re driving past the old sewage plant? That’s what
it’s like, except all the time.

8.

Seriously, it smells like
month-old deli meat combined with leathery feet.

7.

It seems that everywhere you
go in New Jersey, you eventually get stuck in traffic at some
6. Due to the overpoint. If you actually wanted to
crowdedness in New Jerbe somewhere within the borders
sey, you get overcrowded
of New Jersey on time, you would
schools. Due to the fact
have to sit in traffic for unbearable
that a lot of the school
periods of time, sucking in New
teachers double as taxi cab Jersey air.
drivers on weekends, the
fatigue and sense of failure
as they chauffeur strangers
5. The rents in New Jersey are out of
around drives them to the
control; a regular two bedroom apartsense of apathy characterment can be as high as $2,000 per
izing the New Jerseyan
month. Now why would you ever pay
school system.
money to live in New Jersey?

4. There is nowhere near enough affordable housing.

A one bedroom condo is priced starting at $100,000.
Now does this make sense? Would you live in an
expensive house in a high crime area? If you wanted to
get yourself a nice house in a safe area you’d have to pay
even more than that, just so you can live in New Jersey.

2. People who live in New Jersey are just plain

3. New Jersey holds two of

the highest crime areas in the
nation: Trenton and Newark.
This, despite efforts, does not
seem to be getting any better.
You could walk down the
street and get shot.

rude. This is most evident when driving. New Jersey
has some of the worst and most aggressive drivers; they
will find a way to tailgate you even if you are doing
30 over the speed limit in a residential area. But even
if you yelled back in New Jersey, you’d probably have
your car stolen for having drawn attention to a vehicle
worth more than $1,500 (a fortune in Jersey).

1. Finally, the number one reason to never live in New Jersey belongs to the

most infamous sight that is a product of urban northeast living and self-perceived high rolling: the guido. They are a group of people who suffer from IES
(Imaginary Ego Syndrome), and their presence alone makes New Jersey similar
to an internationally recognized third world country. With tanning salons at
every corner, hair products sold out at every retail supermarket, and nail salons
booked year long, their effect and influence is ever growing. New Jersey’s
culture reinforces these men with the need to preciously groom their body, to
stock their kitchens with power bars, to get new haircuts, and to grind up on
every piece. They also enjoy keeping themselves hydrated in a state they call
“the zone.” Nevertheless it is a sight you do not want to see and should never
have to see. Please, for your own safety, stay out of New Jersey.
Illustration by Jennifer Weichenrieder

8. Many people live in New

Jersey because it is a convenient alternative to city living if they work
in New York City or Philadelphia.
How can people nickname the
state “Dirty Jersey” after seeing
those cities?
7. Traffic? Seriously? Are we
talking about New Jersey or New
6. New Jersey has one York here?
of the best public school
systems in the U.S. I’m
willing to overlook the large
class size for a good educa5. Rents are fairly reasonably
tion. How about you?
priced in New Jersey. A regular
two bedroom apartment can
be lower than $1,200. Who
4. Living in New Jersey is safe and
wouldn’t want to pay that price
desirable. Its amazing beaches are rated
to live in Jersey?
highly. Ocean city is rated one of the
best family beaches in the U.S. Similarly,
New Jersey towns are excellent places for
young families. West Windsor, NJ, for
3. Every state in the U.S. has
example, was recently rated one of the
cities that are high in crime. New
best places to raise a family in the United
Jersey, however, is very suburban,
States. I don’t know about you, but my
so crime is really not that prevachildren would be worth that $100,000.
lent and can be avoided with
much more ease than other states
2. You want to talk about rude drivers?
such as its neighbors, New York
Miami was ranked the number one city with and Pennsylvania.
the rudest drivers followed by New York City,
Boston, and Los Angeles. I don’t see New Jersey
anywhere at the top of that list. New Jersey has safe
driving laws and safe people who follow them.

1. Finally, the number one reason to live in New Jersey belongs to the most

famous and treasured American board game, Monopoly. The properties in the
United States version of the board game Monopoly are named after the streets
of Atlantic City. Atlantic City is one of the most entertaining places in the U.S.,
and Monopoly is one of the most common games played in the U.S. Nothing
can top that. Therefore, I am proud to call myself a Jersey girl. Villanovans
should learn to see Jersey in a positive light, considering that a great majority
of Villanova students are from New Jersey, and the person sitting next to you
right now is probably from there as well.
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